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SIDE ONE

A1 Rusische sher
   Abe Schwartz’s Orchestra
A2 Rumantsch doina
   Abe Schwartz and Daughter
A3 Der giater bulgar (The Plain Bulgar)
   Taras Instrumental Trio
A4 Shulem’s bulgarish
   Yenkowitz and Goldberg
A5 Freylech fun der khave (Freylekh from the Wedding Canopy)
   Kandel’s Orchestra
A6 Der rebe is gegangen (The Rebe went)
   Elenkrih’s Orchestra
A7 Viz bist du geveym faryn prohibishn? (Where were you before Prohibition?)
   Naftule Brandwine’s Orchestra

SIDE TWO

B1 Lebedik un freylekh (tants)
   (Lively and Happy dance)
   Abe Schwartz’s Orchestra
B2 Doima
   S. Kosch
B3 Rusische sher
   I. J. Hochman’s Jewish Orchestra
B4 Oriental hora
   Abe Schwartz and Daughter
B5/B6 Di boyeriker khasene
   (The Wedding in Boyeriker)
   Di Boyeriker Kapelye
B7 Finn di mekhutonim aheyym
   (Escorting the parents of the bride and groom home)
   Naftule Brandwine

WARNING: This is a documentary recording dating back to 1918. Some of the selections come from old European 78rpm recordings and have noisy background.
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